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We onsider three natural lasses of in nite-state HMSCs:
globally- ooperative, lo ally- ooperative and lo al- hoi e HMSCs. We
show rst that model- he king for globally- ooperative and lo ally- ooperative HMSCs has the same omplexity as for the lass of nite-state
(bounded) HMSCs. Surprisingly, model- he king lo al- hoi e HMSCs turns
out to be exponentially more eÆ ient in spa e than for lo ally- ooperative HMSCs. We also show that lo ally- ooperative and lo al- hoi e
HMSCs an be always implemented by ommuni ating nite states mahines, provided we allow some additional (bounded) message data. Moreover, the implementation of lo al- hoi e HMSCs is deadlo k-free and of
linear-size.

Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

Message sequen e harts (MSC) is a visual notation for asyn hronously ommuni ating pro esses and a standard of the ITU [1℄. The usual appli ation of MSCs
in tele ommuni ation is for apturing requirements of ommuni ation proto ols
in form of s enarios at early design stages. MSCs usually represent in omplete
spe i ations, obtained from a preliminary view of the system that abstra ts
away several details su h as variables or message ontents. High-level MSCs
(HMSCs) ombine basi MSCs using hoi e and iteration, thus des ribing possibly in nite olle tions of s enarios. From the viewpoint of automati veri ation,
high-level MSCs are in nite-state systems. Moreover, ertain basi questions as
model- he king against HMSC properties [5, 14℄ are unde idable.
A preliminary spe i ation of a ommuni ation proto ol an su er from several de ien ies, either related to the partial order of events (e.g. ra e onditions
[4, 14℄) or to the violation of user-de ned properties spe i ed in some logi s
or HMSCs (model- he king [5℄). The dete tion of possible failures in early design stages is of riti al importan e, and the utility of HMSCs an be greatly
enhan ed by automati validation methods. A natural question for HMSC spe i ations is to test whether the spe i ation is implementable (or realizable) [2℄
?
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by a ommuni ation proto ol and to onstru t su h an implementation. Sin e an
abstra t ommuni ation proto ol is usually des ribed by ommuni ating nitestate ma hines (CFM), we test implementability against CFMs. Opposed to
HMSC spe i ations, no global ontrol is available in CFMs. In order to install
a distributed ontrol the CFM realization therefore may have to add further data
to messages or even ex hange additional (syn hronization) messages. Our goal
is to exhibit general te hniques for synthesizing su h distributed ontrol. On e
an implementation is available, one an easily simulate exe utions of the HMSC
using the ITU-standard model SDL (Spe i ation and Des ription Language)
and use SDL tools for model- he king the HMSC spe i ation.
We onsider in this paper three natural lasses of in nite-state HMSCs:
globally- ooperative, lo ally- ooperative and lo al- hoi e HMSCs. Lo ally- ooperative and lo al- hoi e HMSCs are (synta ti ally in omparable) sub lasses
of globally- ooperative HMSCs. The ru ial property of globally- ooperative
HMSCs is there exists a regular set of representative behaviors, however bu ers
are unbounded (making the system in nite-state). For tele ommuni ation appliations it is of ourse essential to ope with unbounded ommuni ation bu ers.
Globally- ooperative HMSCs have been introdu ed independently in [12℄, whereas
lo ally- ooperative HMSCs are de ned in this paper. The lo al- hoi e property
we use here has been onsidered in [8℄.
In the rst part of the paper (Se tion 3) we onsider the model- he king
problem and we show that it is de idable for globally- ooperative HMSCs. The
model- he king problem is stated as interse tion (negative property) or in lusion (positive property) of HMSCs, that is, the property to be tested is also des ribed by an HMSC. Re all that both questions are unde idable for unrestri ted
HMSCs, whi h has been the motivation for onsidering regular ( nite-state)
HMSCs [5, 14, 10℄. Here, we show that negative and positive model- he king are
PSPACE- and EXPSPACE- omplete, respe tively, for both globally- ooperative
and lo ally- ooperative HMSCs | thus generalizing the omplexity bounds for
regular HMSCs to in nite-state HMSCs. For lo al- hoi e HMSCs we obtain better algorithms, spe i ally negative model- he king is quadrati time whereas
positive model- he king is PSPACE- omplete.
In the se ond part of the paper we onsider the synthesis of ommuni ating
nite-state ma hines from lo ally- ooperative, resp. lo al- hoi e HMSCs (Se tions 4 and 4.3). We adopt a moderate view by allowing additional message
ontents, while ruling out extra ontrol messages. The reason is that additional
messages mean additional pro ess syn hronization. This is not desirable, or even
not realizable, in a given environment. Still, our implementation semanti s by
CFMs is more general than the one introdu ed in [2℄ and used in [3, 12℄ where
a parallel produ t of nite-state automata ommuni ating over FIFO hannels
is employed to realize the (linear) behavior of ea h pro ess of the given HMSC.
Moreover, implementability in this framework is unde idable even for bounded
HMSCs (however, deadlo k-free implementability is in EXPSPACE). Other notions of implementation are proposed in [7℄,[8℄,[13℄. We show that both HMSCs
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lasses are always implementable by CFMs. Moreover, the CFM implementation
of lo al- hoi e HMSCs is deadlo k-free and of linear-size.
The proofs use standard te hniques from Mazurkiewi z tra e theory as well as
spe i partial orders methods. Proofs are in most ases omitted in this abstra t,
due to la k of spa e.
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Preliminaries

In this se tion we re all the spe i ation formalism of message sequen e harts
(MSC) and high-level message sequen e harts (HMSC) based on the ITU standard Z.120 [1℄. An MSC des ribes a s enario or an exe ution of a ommuni ation
proto ol in whi h pro esses ommuni ate with ea h other over point-to-point
hannels. Su h a s enario is given by a des ription of the messages sent and
re eived, the lo al events, and the ordering between them. The event ordering is
based on a pro ess ordering and a message ordering. In the visual des ription of
MSCs, ea h pro ess is represented by a verti al line, whi h shows the total order
on the events belonging to that pro ess. Messages are represented by horizontal
or slanted arrows from the sending pro ess to the re eiving one.
MSC. An MSC over pro ess set P is a tuple M = hE; <; P ; t; C ; mi where:
{

{

{
{

{

{

S

E =  p2P Ep is a nite set of events, ea h lo ated on some pro ess from
the set P , with Ep denoting the set of events of pro ess p. We denote by
P (e) 2 P the pro ess to whi h event e belongs.
Every event is either a ommuni ation event (send or re eive) or a lo al
event. We write E = S [ R [ L as a disjoint union, with S denoting the
sends, R the re eives and L the lo al events.
C is a nite set of message ontents (names) and lo al a tion names.
t : E ! A = fp!q(a); p?q(a); lp (a) j p; q 2 P ; p 6= q; a 2 Cg labels ea h event
by its type t(e), with t(e) = p!q(a) if e 2 Ep \ S is a send event of message a
from p to q, t(e) = p?q(a) if e 2 Ep \ R is a re eive event of message a by p
from q and t(e) = lp (a) if e 2 Ep \ L is a p-lo al event des ribing the lo al
a tion a.
m : S ! R is a bije tion that pairs up send and re eive events (mat hing
fun tion). We have that m(e) = f only if t(e) = p!q(a), t(f) = q?p(a) for
some p; q 2 P and a 2 C .
<  E  E is the least a y li relation satisfying the following requirements:
 The restri tion of < to Ep is a total order, for every pro ess p 2 P .
 For all e; f 2 E, m(e) = f implies e < f.

A message (e; f) is a pair of mat hing send and re eive events, i.e., m(e) = f.
Often one assumes that hannels are FIFO, that is, there is no overtaking of messages in the hannel from p to q, for every p 6= q. The results of this paper are
depending on this assumption. For non-FIFO hannels we just have to add some
information in the type t(e) of an event e. Formally, we extend the type of ea h
event by an integer. We require that m(e) = f only if t(e) = (p!q(a); k) and
t(f) = (q?p(a); k) for some p; q; a and k 2 N .
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Sin e < is required to be a y li , its re exive-transitive losure < is a partial
order on E. For sake of simpli ity we will use the same notation  for the partial
order < . A linearization of < is de ned as usual, as a total order  extending , i.e.,   . For any MSC M we denote by Lin(M) the set of labeled
linearizations of M: Lin(M) = ft(e1 )    t(ek ) j e1    ek is a linearization of M g.
Note that any x 2 Lin(M) suÆ es to re onstru t the MSC M, sin e the type
mapping t : E ! A en odes all the relevant information about M. If the mat hing m is a partial fun tion then we speak about a partial MSC. For every x 2 A
we denote by ms (x) the (partial) MSC de ned by x, if it exists. The size of an
MSC is the number of events it ontains.
Sin e the spe i ation of a ommuni ation proto ol in ludes many s enarios,
a high-level des ription is needed for ombining them together and de ning innite sets of ( nite or in nite) s enarios. The standard des ription of the norm
Z.120 uses non-deterministi bran hing, on atenation and iteration for de ning
nite or in nite sets of MSCs. Formally, a high-level MSC G = hV; R; v 0 ; v f ; i
(HMSC for short) is a nite transition system (V; R; v 0 ; v f ) with transition set
R  V  V , initial node v 0 (with no ingoing edge) and terminal node v f
(with no outgoing edge). Ea h node v is labeled by the nite MSC (v). We
let P (v) = P ((v)), and we assume that P (v) 6= ;, ex ept possibly for v = v f .
We also assume that every node is a essible from v 0 and from ea h node there is
a path to v f . An exe ution of G is the labeling (v0 )(v1 )    (vk ) of some path
v 0 = v0 ; v1 ; : : : ; vk = v f in G, i.e., (vi ; vi+1 ) 2 R for every 0  i < k. The set of
exe utions of G is denoted by L(G), the set of linearizations of exe utions of G
is denoted by Lin(G). The size of an HMSC is the sum of the sizes of its nodes.
The semanti s of HMSCs depends on the de nition of the MSC produ t.
We onsider the usual weak produ t of MSCs, as de ned in the following. Let
M1 = hE1 ; <1 ; P ; t1 ; C1 ; m1 i and M2 = hE2 ; <2 ; P ; t2 ; C2 ; m2 i be MSCs over
the same set of pro esses P . Their produ t M1 M2 is de ned as the MSC hE1 [
E2 ; <; P ; t1 [ t2 ; C1 [ C2 ; m1 [ m2 i over the disjoint union of events E1 [ E2 ,
with the visual order given by:
< = <1 [ <2 [ f(e; f) 2 E1  E2 j P (e) = P (f)g :
That is, events of M1 pre ede the events of M2 for ea h pro ess, respe tively.
Note that there is no syn hronization between di erent pro esses when moving
from one node to the next one (this is alled weak sequen ing). Hen e, it is
possible that one pro ess is still involved in some a tions of M1 , while another
pro ess has advan ed to an event of M2 . We also say that M1 is a pre x of M1 M2 .
3

Model-Che king Cooperative HMSCs

In this se tion we introdu e globally- ooperative HMSCs and the sub lass of
lo ally- ooperative HMSCs and we show that the model- he king problem for
these in nite-state HMSCs is de idable.
For MSCs M1 ; M2 with P (M1 ) \ P (M2 ) = ;, we write M1 k M2 and we say
that M1 ; M2 are independent. Observe that M1 k M2 implies M1 M2 = M2 M1 .
4

An MSC M is alled linked if it annot be written as M = M1 M2 with M1 k M2
both non empty MSCs. If v1 ; v2 are nodes of an HMSC G = hV; R; v 0 ; v f ; i,
we write v1 k v2 if (v1 ) k (v2 ). The relation Syn = V  V n k is alled the
syn hronization relation.
Globally- ooperative and lo ally- ooperative HMSCs
Let G = hV; R; v 0 ; v f ; i be an HMSC with nodes labeled by linked MSCs.
1. G is alled globally- ooperative if no strongly onne ted R- omponent U  V
an be partitioned as U = U1 [ U2 su h that U1 ; U2 6= ; and v1 k v2 for all
v1 2 U1 , v2 2 U2 .
2. G is alled lo ally- ooperative if R  Syn .
In parti ular, any MSC labeling a loop of a globally- ooperative HMSC is linked.
We will assume in the sequel that all nodes of an HMSC are labeled by linked
MSCs. This is not a restri tion, sin e any non-linked node an be split in a
sequen e of linked nodes. Note that this transformation preserves both lasses
of regular and globally- ooperative HMSCs.
The motivation behind the de nition of globally- ooperative HMSCs omes
from Mazurkiewi z tra e theory. Let k  V  V be a symmetri , irre exive
independen e relation on V . A set K  V  is alled k- losed when uv 0 2
K , vu 0 2 K for all ;  0 2 V  and u k v. The k- losure of K  V 
is the smallest k- losed set ontaining K and is denoted losk (K). In general,
the losure does not preserve regularity. A suÆ ient ondition for losk (L(A))
being regular is that the set of edge labels U  V o urring in any strongly
onne ted omponent of A indu es a onne ted subgraph of (V; (V  V )n k) [11,
15℄. Moreover, the size of a non-deterministi automaton re ognizing losk (L(A))
is at most 2O(n}) [5, 14℄, where n = jAj and } is the minimal number of liques
overing the graph (V; (V  V )n k). Testing that an automaton A satis es the
above ondition is o-NP- omplete, [5, 14℄. This yields:
Che king whether an HMSC is globally- ooperative is o-NPomplete, whereas he king whether it is lo ally- ooperative is in P.

Proposition 1.

Noti e that globally- ooperative and lo ally- ooperative HMSCs have in general an in nite state spa e, thus they are not bounded in the sense of [5, 14℄.
Formally, the set of linearizations of exe utions annot be des ribed by nite automata. However, although globally- ooperative HMSCs are more general than
bounded HMSCs, we are still able to do automata-based model- he king. The
underlying idea is that the exe utions of a globally- ooperative HMSC an be
aptured by a regular set of representatives. As an example onsider the HMSC
G of Figure 1. The set Lin(G) of linp q r
p q s
earizations of exe utions of G is obviously non-regular ( onsider e.g. linearizations in the set Ap (Ar + As ) Aq ,
M1
M2
where Ap = ft(e) j P (e) = pg is the set
of types of events lo ated on p). A regu- Fig. 1. A lo ally- ooperative HMSC
lar set of representatives is given by the
set Lin(G) \ (Ap (Ar + As )Aq ) .
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A non empty MSC is alled atomi (atom, for short) if it annot be written
as M = M1 M2 for non empty MSCs M1 ; M2 . It is not hard to see that any
MSC M an be written as M = M1    Mk where ea h Mi is a non empty atom,
and that this fa torization is unique up to ommutation of adja ent independent
atoms. In [9℄, it is shown how to ompute this fa torization in linear time. Note
that any atomi MSC is linked. Note that repla ing any node by a sequen e
of atoms preserves globally- ooperative, but not lo ally- ooperative HMSCs, as
shown through Proposition 2.
Let G = hV; R; v 0 ; v f ; i be an HMSC. We de ne Atom(G) as the set of atoms
o urring in the de omposition of MSCs from (V ). Let Lina (G) = Lin(G) \
Lin(Atom(G)) , where Lin(Atom(G)) = M 2Atom(G) Lin(M).
We show now that Lina (G) is a regular set of representatives for Lin(G).

S

Let G be a globally- ooperative HMSC. Then ms (Lina (G)) =
L(G). Let s denote the size of G, } the number of pro esses, and let  be the
maximal number of events on the same pro ess in an MSC from Atom(G). Then:
Theorem 1.

1. Lina (G) is re ognized by a non-deterministi nite automaton of size in
2O(}s) ( + 1)} .
2. Moreover, if G is lo ally- ooperative, then the size of the automaton is in
sO(}) ( + 1)} (} + 1)} .

The lower bounds below follow onstru tions similar to [14℄:
Model- he king globally- ooperative HMSCs is de idable. Pre isely,
let G1 ; G2 be globally- ooperative HMSCs, then we have:

Corollary 1.

1. De iding whether L(G1 ) \ L(G2 ) 6= ; is a PSPACE- omplete problem.
2. De iding whether L(G1 )  L(G2 ) is an EXPSPACE- omplete problem.

Both lower bounds hold also when G1 ; G2 are lo ally- ooperative.

We obtain better omplexity bounds for the model- he king problems for
lo ally- ooperative HMSCs if the nodes are labeled by atomi MSCs. For this
we use the uni ity of the de omposition of an MSC into atoms:
Proposition 2. Let G1 ; G2 be lo ally- ooperative HMSCs su h that ea h node
is labeled by an atomi MSC. Then:

1. De iding whether L(G1 ) \ L(G2 ) 6= ; is a NLOGSPACE- omplete problem.
2. De iding whether L(G1 )  L(G2 ) is an PSPACE- omplete problem.

3.1

Lo al- hoi e HMSCs

An important aspe t of implementation is the absen e of deadlo ks. So we are
led to onsider HMSCs satisfying the lo al- hoi e property [8℄. Roughly speaking,
lo al- hoi e ensures that bran hing between exe utions is always ontrolled by
a unique pro ess.
Lo al- hoi e HMSCs. An HMSC N = hV; R; v 0 ; v f ; i is alled lo al- hoi e if
the following onditions are satis ed:
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1. Every path starting in v 0 has a unique minimal event.
2. For ea h node v 2 V having at least two outgoing edges, there is a pro ess
root(v) su h that every path w1 w2    , starting in a node w1 su essor of v,
has a unique minimal event lo ated on root(v).
It is easy to see that lo ally- ooperative and lo al- hoi e HMSCs are synta ti ally in omparable. However, lo al- hoi e HMSCs are globally- ooperative.
A tually we an transform lo al- hoi e HMSCs into lo ally- ooperative, lo alhoi e HMSCs of quadrati size, as shown in Proposition 3 below.
We all a node with at least two outgoing edges a bran hing node. Noti e
that every path v0    vl in N where all of v1 ; : : : ; vn are non-bran hing, is of
length l + 1  jV j. Su h a path will be alled a non-bran hing path. Moreover,
if the non-bran hing path  = v0    vl is maximal, then it is determined by
v0 and vl is either bran hing or the terminal node v f . We denote the maximal
non-bran hing path starting in v by NPath(v). Consider now an a epting path
 of N. We de ompose  as  = 0 1    k+1 where ea h i is a maximal nonbran hing path (note that this de omposition is unique). Let vi be the last node
of i 1 (see Figure 2, where the triangles illustrate the partial order graphs of
the subpaths i ). Note that vi is bran hing for all i  k. Let also wi be the rst
node of i , hen e i = NPath(wi ). By de nition, pi = root(vi ) 2 P (wi ) is the
pro ess on whi h the minimal event of i is lo ated (whi h is the unique minimal
event of the path i    k ). Moreover, the lo al hoi e ondition applied to the
bran hing node vi 1 ensures that pi also belongs to P (i 1 ). If pi 6= pi 1 then
the rst a tion of pi in i 1 is a re eive a tion.

00000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111
00000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111
1010
1010
00000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000
v 0 =w11111111111111111111111
w1 11111111111111111111111
0
00000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111
00000000000000000000000
0
1
10
00000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111
00000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111
1010
v2 10
01
11
00
00000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111
00000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111
v
10
1
00000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111
00000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111
000000000000000000000001010
11111111111111111111111
000000000000000000000001010
11111111111111111111111
0
1
Fig. 2.

. . .

0000000000000000000000
1111111111111111111111
10
1111111111111111111111
wk 0000000000000000000000
vk+1 =v1010 f
0000000000000000000000
1111111111111111111111
000000000000000000000010
00111111111111111111111111
0000000000000000000000
1111111111111111111111
10
0000000000000000000000
1111111111111111111111
00000000000000000000001010
1111111111111111111111
k

Path de omposition in a lo al- hoi e HMSC.

The above de omposition of paths in a lo al- hoi e HMSC will be used by
the implementation algorithm (Se tion 4.3).
Proposition 3. For every lo al- hoi e HMSC we an onstru t an equivalent
lo ally- ooperative, lo al- hoi e HMSC of quadrati size.
The main te hni al argument establishing the model- he king algorithm for
lo al- hoi e HMSCs is based on the following property. Consider an equality
M1    Mk = M10    Ml0 , where every Mi    Mk , resp. Mj0    Ml0 has a unique
minimal event, for all i; j. Then we an show that either M1 is a pre x of M10
(or vi e-versa) or M1 = XM20    Ml0 , M10 = XM2    Mk hold for some MSC X.
This observation allows to onsider only on gurations with a unique minimal event (instead of arbitrary on gurations, whi h would require polynomial
spa e).
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Theorem 2.

Let G and G0 be two lo al- hoi e HMSCs. Then we have:

1. De iding whether L(G) \ L(G0 ) 6= ; is NLOGSPACE- omplete. Moreover,
this question an be de ided in time O(jGj  jG0 j).
2. De iding whether L(G)  L(G0 ) is PSPACE- omplete.
4

Implementing HMSCs by Communi ating Finite-State
Ma hines

4.1

Communi ating Finite-State Ma hines

The most natural implementation model for HMSCs are ommuni ating nite
state ma hines (CFM), as used for instan e in the ITU standard spe i ation
language SDL.
A CFM A onsists of a network of nite state ma hines A = (Ap )p2P
that ommuni ate over unbounded, error-free bu ers. In general we assume that
bu ers are FIFO (if for instan e the given HMSC is FIFO), but we an modify
the semanti s of re eives if the MSCs ontain overtaking of messages. The ontent of a bu er is a word over a nite alphabet C . With ea h pair (p; q) 2 P 2
of distin t pro esses we asso iate a bu er Bp;q . Ea h nite state ma hine Ap
is des ribed by a tuple Ap = (Sp ; Ap ; !p ; Fp ) onsisting of a set of lo al states
Sp , a set of a tions Ap , a set of lo al nal states Fp and a transition relation
!p  Sp  Ap  Sp . The omputation begins in an initial state s0 2 p2P Sp .
The a tions of Ap are either lo al a tions or sending/re eiving a message. We
use the same notations as for MSCs. Sending message a 2 C from pro ess p to
pro ess q is denoted by p!q(a) and it means that a is appended to the bu er
Bp;q . Re eiving message a by p from q is denoted by p?q(a) and it means that a
must be the rst message in bu er Bq;p , whi h will be then removed from Bq;p
(supposing FIFO). In the non-FIFO ase we spe ify the type of the message
that an be re eived next ( f. the semanti s of a re eive in the message queue of
UNIX system V). A lo al a tion m is denoted by lp (a). We denote a run of the
CFM as su essful, if ea h pro ess p nishes the exe ution in some nal state Fp
and all bu ers are empty. The set of su essful runs (i.e., MSCs) of A is denoted
L(A). The size of A is p jAp j.
A CFM implementation of an HMSC N will add in general data to the
message ontents of N. We will all A a CFM implementation of N if the MSCs
de ned by the su essful runs of A with the additional data removed, orrespond
pre isely to the exe utions of N.

Q

P

4.2

Implementing lo ally- ooperative HMSCs

The simplest realization of an HMSC N by a CFM is the one where the automaton Ap orresponding to pro ess p generates the proje tion of L(N) on p. This
approa h is used in [3, 12℄. Consider again the HMSC G1 of Figure 1 (page 5), and
let M be the MSC given by the proje tions p (M) = p!r p!r p!s p!s, q (M) =
q?r q?s q?r q?s, r (M) = r?p r!q r?p r!q and s (M) = s?p s!q s?p s!q. Then M
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does not belong to L(G1 ). However, it is easy to verify that t (M) 2 t (L(G1 ))
for all t 2 fp; q; r; sg. Hen e G1 is not realizable a ording to [3℄.
We des ribe our implementation of lo ally- ooperative HMSCs rst on our
example G1 . One an observe that G1 an be implemented if pro ess p anti ipates
the next hoi e and sends the predi tion with the urrent message. Pro esses r
and s then forward the predi tion to q. In this way, pro ess q knows whether
the next message should be re eived from r or from s. The general solution will
involve a leader pro ess (p in the example) for ea h transition, i.e., a pro ess that
o urs in both nodes and de ides about ertain nodes in the future (predi tion),
as des ribed below.
For a node v 2 V of N = hV; R; v 0 ; v f ; i, let P (v) denote the pro esses
o urring in (v). For a path  = v0 v1    vk of N let P () = i P (vi ) be
the pro esses o urring in . Moreover, we de ne rst(; p) for all p 2 P as
the rst node ontaining p in : rst(; p) = ? if p 2= P (), and rst(; p) =
vj , where j = minfk  0 j p 2 P (vk )g otherwise. Similarly, if  has at least
i + 1 nodes, let last(; i; p) be the last node among the rst (i + 1) nodes of 
ontaining pro ess p (resp., rst(; p) = ? if p 2= P (v0    vi )).
Let N = hV; R; v 0 ; v f ; i be a lo ally- ooperative HMSC. A triple (v; ; l) 2
V  (V [ f?g)P  P is a realizable predi tion if either (p) = ? for all p 2 P
and v = v f , or if all onditions below hold:

S

1. There exists a path  = v0 v1    in N su h that v0 = (l) and (p) =
rst(; p) for ea h pro ess p;
2. (v; (l)) 2 R;
3. l 2 P (v) \ P ((l)).

The pro ess l is alled the leader of the transition (v; (l)) with respe t to (v; ; l).
From a lo ally- ooperative HMSC N = hV; R; v 0 ; v f ; i, we build a ommuniating automaton AN as follows. Ea h pro ess is initialized with the same input
i0 = (v0 ; 0 ; l0 ) whi h is some realizable predi tion with v0 = v 0 . The algorithm
for pro ess p is des ribed below:
(v, ,`) = (v0 , 0 ,`0 );
while (true)
f m = (v, ,`);
if (p 2 P (v))
// test useful only for the first node of p
exe ute(v,m);
v' =  (p);
if (v' == ?)
halt();
if (v' ==  (`))
// v' is the su essor of v
( ',`') = guess_next(v', );
else ( ',`') = guess(v');
v = v';  =  '; ` = `';g

The all guess next(v0; ) guesses nondeterministi ally a predi tion and a
leader ( 0 ; `0 ) for the next node v 0 , su h that (v0 ;  0 ; `0 ) is realizable and the new
predi tion  0 is ompatible with the old predi tion  for pro esses not o urring
9

0
in v 0 , that is, jPnP (v0 ) = jPn
. The all guess(v') guesses nondeterministiP (v 0 )
0
0
ally a pair ( ; ` ) su h that (v0 ;  0 ; `0 ) is realizable. In this ase, pro ess p makes
a predi tion about a node p0 that is not a dire t R-su essor of v. This predi tion
is needed sin e all pro esses of a node must agree on some future information.
The all halt() terminates the exe ution of p in an a epting state. Finally, the
all exe ute(v,m) onsists in exe uting the a tions of p of the MSC labeling v,
but overloading the messages to be sent or re eived with m. Note that if two ommuni ating pro esses do not hoose the same value for m, then a deadlo k o urs.
By transitivity and weak onne tivity of ea h MSC, the deadlo k-free exe ution
of a node means that all pro esses in the node have hosen the same value for m.

Proposition 4. Let N be a lo ally- ooperative HMSC. Then AN is a CFM
implementation of L(N) of size nO(}) , where n is the number of nodes of N and
} is the number of pro esses.

Remark 1. Note that we an x a leader for ea h transition of the HMSC beforehand. This would de rease the degree of non-determinism and deadlo ks.
4.3

Implementing lo al- hoi e HMSCs

The implementation algorithm des ribed in the previous se tion annot avoid
deadlo ks for the resulting CFM, sin e the future predi tions are hosen by ea h
pro ess separately. One reason is that bran hing in an HMSC is not ontrolled
by a single pro ess, as it is the ase for lo al- hoi e HMSCs. The results of [8℄
give a suÆ ient ondition ( alled re onstru tibility ) for a lo al- hoi e HMSC to
be implementable with no addition of extra message data.
Re all from Se tion 3.1 that any a epting path  of a lo al- hoi e HMSC
has a anoni al de omposition  = 0    k in subpaths i , su h that the MSC
exe ution of i has an unique minimal pro ess lo ated in the rst node wi of
i (re all Figure 2 in Se tion 3.1). We an use the minimal nodes wi as future
predi tions in the CFM implementation. Ea h pro ess q 2 P (i ) transmits wi
with ea h send a tion. Re all that pi+1 is the minimal pro ess of wi+1 . When
pro ess pi+1 2 P (i ) nishes i then it has to hoose the starting node wi+1
of the next non-bran hing path i+1 su h that (vi+1 ; wi+1 ) 2 R (if vi+1 6= v f ).
Pro ess pi+1 will be the only pro ess in i that knows the next node (wi+1 ) to
be exe uted. Every other pro ess q 2 P (i ) will exe ute q (i ) and then get
into a polling state in whi h it a epts any in oming message. The rst message
re eived by q will inform it about a node wj , j > i. Knowing N and wj , pro ess
q determines the path j = NPath(wj ) that it is exe uted.
The algorithm A0p for pro ess p is given below. The all exe ute path(w)
means that p has to exe ute p (), where  = NPath(w). Note that p must only
remember w and its urrent node in . The all exe ute1 path(w) is similar,
ex ept for the fa t that p exe utes p () without its rst a tion. The all guess(w)
guesses w0 su h that w0 is a su essor node of the last node of NPath(w). The
all poll() means that pro ess p is waiting for an in oming message from an
arbitrary pro ess. By re eiving a message, pro ess p gets the urrent node w0
and also exe utes its rst a tion in  0 = NPath(w0 ) (a re eive a tion).
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w = v0 ; not_polling = true;
while (true)
f if (p 2 P(NPath(w)) // test useful only when starting
if (not_polling) exe ute_path(w);
else exe ute1_path(w);
v = last node of NPath(w);
if (p = pmin (v))
f w' = guess(w); not_polling = true; g
else f w' = poll(); not_polling = false; g
w = w';g

Let N be a lo al- hoi e HMSC. Then A0N is a deadlo k-free
CFM implementation of N . Moreover, the size of A0N is linear in the size of N .
Proposition 5.

5

Channel-Bounded CFM and Deadlo k Dete tion

In this se tion we onsider a sub lass of ommuni ating nite state ma hines,
alled hannel-bounded CFM. Intuitively, a CFM is bounded if every exe ution
an be simulated by an exe ution using bounded bu ers. Sin e implementations
of HMSCs yield hannel-bounded CFMs, it is natural to ask whether a hannelbounded CFM is deadlo k-free.
A on guration C = (q; B) of a CFM A = (Ap )p2P is des ribed by a global
state q of S = p2P Sp and the ontents B 2 (C  )PP of all bu ers. The
transition relation of the CFM is denoted by !, its transitive-re exive losure
 . The on guration with global state s0 and empty
is denoted as usual by !
a
a
a
bu ers is the initial on guration. An exe ution  = C1 !1 C2 !2    m! 1 Cm of
A is a nite !-path. The labeling of the exe ution  is the sequen e a1    am 1 .
Note that the labeling of an exe ution  de nes in a natural way a partial
MSC ms (). Re all that an exe ution is su essful if it ends with empty bu ers
and ea h pro ess rea hes some lo al nal state. A on guration C is a deadlo k
if there is no su essful exe ution starting from C. Let A = p2P Ap be the
set of possible a tions of a CFM over pro ess set P . Two exe utions ;  0 are
equivalent (and we write    0 ) if ms () = ms ( 0 ) and ;  0 start in the same
on guration.
An exe ution  of a CFM is alled b-bounded, if every on guration of  is
 C 0 is b-bounded, then
su h that the size of every bu er is bounded by b. If C !
we say that C 0 is b-rea hable from C.
A CFM is b-bounded if every su essful exe ution  starting in the initial onguration admits some su essful, b-bounded equivalent exe ution  0  . Let
A be a b-bounded CFM and let C be b-rea hable from the initial on guration
of A. Then C is not a deadlo k if and only if there is some b-bounded, su essful
exe ution starting from C. This allows to show the following proposition.

Q

S

Proposition 6. Rea hability and deadlo k dete tion for b-bounded CFMs are
both PSPACE- omplete (with b in unary representation).
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The last proposition allows to onne t the model- he king problem and the
implementation by CFMs.
Let C be a lass of HMSCs that are CFM implementable. Then the
model- he king problem for C (interse tion and in lusion, resp.) is de idable.

Theorem 3.

Con lusion. We have shown that model- he king a natural lass of in nitestate HMSCs, globally- ooperative HMSCs, is de idable and of the same omplexity as for regular HMSCs. For a natural sub lass (lo al- hoi e HMSCs) the
omplexity of model- he king is the same as in the sequential ase. The implementation of lo ally- ooperative HMSCs raises the question whether we an
de ide for a given HMSC if it an be implemented without deadlo ks in our
framework (with nite additional message ontents).
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